Hunter XC Controller improved as X-Core
Hunter’s XC controller, the entry-level product in their popular controller line, is now X-Core. Compatible with the revolutionary Solar Sync ET sensor, X-Core can be converted to a Smart controller with advanced water conservation technology, regulating irrigation runtimes based on locally measured weather. Now smart, weather-based control is available in every Hunter controller category (AC powered). And with the optional SmartPort, X-Core works with all Hunter remotes, such as the ROAM and ICR, making installation and maintenance even simpler.

X-Core maintains all the innovative features of the XC, such as a 365-day calendar, three independent programs (each with four start times), global seasonal adjustment, and station-controlled sensors that made the XC a blockbuster product.

EnviroSafe mats and wall padding
Licensed exclusively to CoverSports USA, EnviroSafe is the safest, 100% toxin free, fire retardant, hypoallergenic, latex free foam made from 60% recycled material and 40% virgin polyester fiber for gymnasium mats and wall padding and panels. Provides heavy duty protection for any indoor facility, will not support mold and mildew and available in varying degrees of firmness and 14 colors.

New Deere commercial mowers
Looking to simplify the decision process for entry-level professionals, John Deere announces the launch of the Z700 ZTrak Series. Three models make up the new line highlighted by the Z710A (48 and 54-in decks) and the Z720A (60-in deck). The ZTrak 700 Series provides contractors a productive machine in a less expensive and lower-featured model than the ZTrak PRO Series. Using a similar steel channel frame and castings as those on the PRO Series, the Z700s feature the proven 7-Iron II mower deck with mowing speeds up to 10-mph and a 400-lb towing capacity. Features Deere’s exclusive Brake & Go system.

Turfco launches new CR-7 topdresser
Turfco introduces the new CR-7 topdresser and material handler designed to handle the mid-range level of topdressing and renovation. The new CR-7 is great for sports complexes with multiple fields and for completing renovation work. The CR-7 uses WideSpin technology, which gives operators the most accurate spread from light to heavy and up to 35-feet wide, makes quick work when topdressing multiple fields. An adjustable spinner angle allows you to drive topdressing into the turf for better integration with a total range of 17 degrees up and down.

From patented technology to built-in versatility, the CR-7 has almost a 2.0 cubic yard capacity self-cleaning galvanized hopper which can quickly be unloaded.
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Jacobsen has made available the R-311 Turbo rotary mower with a more powerful, turbocharged Kubota V2403-M engine. The 45 hp model is now discontinued.

The new engine provides more torque making the R-311 the ideal mowing solution for the challenging turf conditions often found on sports fields, parks, recreational areas and golf courses. Further enhancements over the previous 45-hp model include a removable storage console and improved engine bay sealing. Serviceability has been improved by the addition of an angled quick-drain valve for the hydraulic tank, external battery charging posts and replaceable height of cut adjustment brackets.

www.jacobsen.com

SYNC fungicide activator is a proprietary adjuvant technology designed to enhance both contact and systemic fungicide performance. Unlike other adjuvants, SYNC was specifically developed to optimize the performance of fungicide applications at lower spray carrier water volumes. Three years of university trials and thousands of field applications show that tank mixing SYNC with fungicide applications results in optimized disease control, increased fungicide longevity, increased efficacy at lower spray volumes, reduced application times and less interference with play.

www.precisionlab.com/sync

Finn Corporation’s T60 Series II HydroSeeder is a versatile, economical solution for seeding and mulching projects. The unit is available as either a trailer-mounted model, the T60T, or a skid-mounted model, the T60S. Both are ideal for yielding professional results on small and mid-sized hydroseeding applications. Powered by a 25-horsepower Kohler Command gasoline engine with electric start, the T60 includes a durable steel tank with a 600-gallon liquid capacity. The tank accommodates 1,550 pounds of granular solids or 200-250 pounds of fiber mulch, allowing users to cover up to 7,200 square feet per load with seed, fertilizer or mulch.

www.finncorp.com

PBI/Gordon Corporation introduces new Q4 Plus, an improved formulation of their grassy and broadleaf herbicide containing quinclorac. Previously sold as Q4 Turf Herbicide with 0.5 lbs./acre of quinclorac, the product has been reformulated with 0.75 lbs./acre and will be sold as Q4® Plus Turf Herbicide. The other ingredients — sulfentrazone + 2,4-D + dicamba — remain the same. With the disappearance of MSMA, new Q4 Plus offers more knockout power on grassy weeds. Like Trimec Plus, which contains MSMA, Q4 Plus offers a single product control option for grassy and broadleaf weeds and yellow nutsedge. The fast action of Q4 Plus also gives visual results within 24-48 hours.

www.pbigordon.com

Any sport played on natural grass is a natural for TifSport Bermudagrass. If you’re looking for a sports turf that can handle non-stop action, a transition zone climate and heavy overseeding, TifSport’s your answer. It’s ideal for intramural fields, practice fields and gamday venues, where everything has to be perfect. Coaches and players love the way it looks and plays and you and your crew will appreciate how easy it is to manage. TifSport can only be sold as certified sod or sprigs and only by licensed members of the TifSport Growers Association. For more information visit us at www.tifsport.com, or call 706 542-5640.

www.tifsport.com

www.stma.org